ABSTRACT: Despite clear demonstrations by process researchers of systematic differences in therapists' techniques, most reviews of psychotherapy outcome research show little or no differential effectiveness of different psychotherapies. This contradiction presents a dilemma to researchers and practitioners. Numerous possible solutions have been suggested. Some of these challenge the apparent equivalence of outcome, arguing that differential results could be revealed by more sensitive reviewing procedures or by more differentiated outcome measures. Others challenge the seeming differences among treatments, arguing that, despite superficial technical diversity, all or most therapies share a common core of therapeutic processes. Still others suggest that the question of equivalence is unanswerable as it is usually posed but that differential effectiveness of specific techniques might be found at the level of brief events within therapy sessions. In spite of their diversity, many of the proposed solutions converge in calling for greater precision and specificity of theory and method in psychotherapy research.

Despite the plethora of purportedly distinct psychotherapeutic treatments (Parloff, 1976, 1984), influential reviews of comparative outcome research (Luborsky, Singer, & Luborsky, 1975; Smith, Glass, & Miller, 1980) together with frequently cited studies (e.g., Sloane, Staples, Cristol, Yorkston, & Whipple, 1975) appear to support the conclusion that outcomes of diverse therapies are generally similar. Efforts to base public policy recommendations concerning mental health care service provisions on scientific evidence have yielded only "a consensus, of sorts, . . . on the question of the efficacy of psychotherapy as a generic treatment process . . . that psychotherapy is more effective than no treatment" (VandenBos & Pino, 1980, p. 36). No such consensus exists concerning the relative effectiveness of diverse therapies (e.g., DeLeon, VandenBos, & Cummings, 1983; Kiesler, 1985; Office of Technology Assessment, 1980). The verdict of the Dodo bird in Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (Carroll, 1865/1962), used as a subtitle by Luborsky et al. (1975), "Everybody has won and all must have prizes," captures this situation most vividly1 and invites the question of our present title: "Are all psychotherapies equivalent?"

The statement that two (or more) therapies are equivalent could have three quite different meanings. The first is equivalence of outcome—that treatments yield outcomes that cannot be distinguished (the "Dodo bird verdict"). The second is equivalence of content—that the behavior of participants in different therapies cannot be distinguished. The third is equivalence of mechanism—that different psychotherapies employ common principles of psychological change.

In this article, we first delineate the apparent paradox: the lack of differential effectiveness contrasted with evident technical diversity, that is, outcome equivalence contrasted with content nonequivalence. We then consider the resolutions of the paradox that have been put forward, along with the arguments and evidence that have been adduced in their support. We believe that considering alongside one another the traditionally separated research domains of therapy process and outcome brings into clearer focus the current strategic issues for psychotherapy research.

The Paradox: No Differential Effectiveness Despite Technical Diversity

Comparative Outcome Studies

Most past reviews using traditional narrative methods of summarizing comparative outcome studies have, like Luborsky et al., (1975), returned the Dodo bird verdict:

1 For those who consider an intervention's context to be an important determinant of meaning, we recapitulate the events leading to the Dodo's verdict. Alice and a motley collection of creatures had been soaked in water. After a reading from Medieval English history had proved insufficiently dry, the Dodo moved "for the adoption of more energetic remedies," specifically a Caucus-race.

First, it marked out a race-course, in a sort of circle, ("the exact shape doesn't matter," it said) and then all the party were placed along the course, here and there. There was no "One, two, three, and away," but they began running when they liked, and left off when they liked so that it was not easy to know when the race was over. However, when they had been running half an hour or so, and were quite dry again, the Dodo suddenly called out "The race is over!" and they all crowded round it, panting and asking, "But who has won?" (Carroll, 1865/1962, p. 45)

We leave it for readers to judge whether this is an apt metaphor for comparative psychotherapy research.
Psychotherapy is effective, but no substantial differential effectiveness has been demonstrated (Bergin & Lambert, 1978; Bergin & Suinn, 1975; Beutler, 1979; Goldstein & Stein, 1976; Meltzoff & Kornreich, 1970; Roback, 1971). Similarly, the monumental review by Smith and Glass (1977; Smith, Glass, & Miller, 1980) using the quantitative approach known as meta-analysis (Garfield, 1983; Glass, McGaw, & Smith, 1981; Michelson, 1983) yielded the conclusion that despite volumes devoted to the theoretical differences among different schools of psychotherapy, the results of research demonstrate negligible differences in the effects produced by different therapy types. (Smith, 1977, p. 760)

Some behaviorally oriented researchers (e.g., Kazdin & Wilson, 1978; Rachman & Wilson, 1980) appear to believe, contrary to the Dodo, that behavioral therapies have been shown in comparative studies to be differentially effective. The overwhelming majority of investigations, however, are laboratory analogues using brief treatments with student volunteers who present only minor difficulties (Shapiro & Shapiro, 1983). Generalization from such research to therapy as practiced is fraught with difficulties (Kazdin, 1978; Mathews, 1978). Furthermore, Klein, Zitrin, Woerner, and Ross (1983) reviewed 13 studies comparing systematic desensitization with other treatments for phobic patients. Of these studies, only Gelder, Marks, and Wolff (1967) and Gillan and Rachman (1974) showed desensitization to be superior to dynamic psychotherapy. Moreover, the very small difference reported by Gelder et al. (1967) was no longer significant at six-month follow-up, and Gillan and Rachman's (1974) data do not show clearly that a psychotherapy condition was any less effective than the other therapies in reducing the main phobia.

On balance, studies of better than average quality using patient populations show little advantage of behavior over nonbehavioral methods in the treatment of affective and anxiety disorders. Klein et al. (1983) found essentially no difference in effectiveness between systematic desensitization and supportive, dynamically oriented psychotherapy in a 26-week trial with phobic patients. Sloane et al. (1975) found that neurotic outpatients made similar gains with short-term, analytically oriented psychotherapy and behavior therapy, when each treatment was conducted by experienced practitioners. By contrast, McLean and Hackstian (1979) found greater improvements among depressive outpatients with behavior therapy than with dynamically oriented psychotherapy, although these authors' reliance on mailed questionnaire measures of outcome is unfortunate.

Thus, a substantial body of evidence and opinion points to the conclusion that the outcomes of different psychotherapies with clinical populations are equivalent.

**Comparative Process Studies**

In contrast to the apparent equivalence of outcomes is the technical diversity of the psychotherapies. Estimates of the number of different therapies being practiced run into the hundreds (Goldfried, 1980; Parloff, 1976). Although relatively few have been subjected to detailed process or outcome analysis, documentation of theory and technique continues to grow (e.g., Abt & Stuart, 1982). According to the theories, psychotherapies differ not only in therapists' mental operations but also in the therapists' verbal and nonverbal techniques. Different schools' technical prescriptions are often flatly contradictory. For example, psychoanalytic therapy prescribes appropriate interpretations, whereas client-centered therapy prescribes reflections and prescribes empathic reactions. Some therapies counsel against "treatment by suggestion," whereas others suggest specific in-session exercises or out-of-session homework. Some therapies prohibit therapist self-disclosure, whereas others see therapist openness or genuineness as therapeutically central. Therapies also differ with respect to actively disputing client assumptions, touching the client, and involving members of the client's family. Importantly, these technical prescriptions follow systematically from each theory's view of human nature and personality change, and they are generally to be applied across large classes of clients.

Of course, therapists' training, stated allegiance, or characterization of their theory may not be a reliable guide to what actually happens in the therapy they do (Buckley, Karasu, Charles, & Stein, 1979). Even though theories emphasize different features, the distributions of process variables may overlap so much as to be practically equivalent. Such a position has been widely held; for example, London (1964) asserted, "It has long since been shown that the operations of trained therapists of different insight schools are relatively hard to tell apart" (p. 47). However, this content equivalence position has been shown repeatedly to be false, even for "insight" schools (Brunink & Schroeder, 1979; DeRubeis, Hollon, Evans, & Bemis, 1982; Gomes-Schwartz, 1978; Hill, Thames, & Rardin, 1979; Luborsky, Woody, McLellan, O'Brien, & Rosenzweig, 1982; Stiles, 1979; Strupp, 1953, 1957). There really are different ingredients in the different psychotherapies. Although whether these are active ingredients or flavors and fillers remains to be established. The content differences are so large and systematically related to theory that it seems unreasonable to attribute any common success to overlap in therapists' verbal techniques. For example, in one study of psychotherapy sessions (Stiles, 1979), the verbal response modes used by prominent client-centered, gestalt, and psychoanalytic therapists conformed to sharply divergent theoretical prescriptions and proscriptions for 80% to 90% of their utterances. Client-centered therapists used nondirective modes (reflection, acknowledgment); gestalt therapists used directive modes (advisement, question, disclosure); and psychoanalytic therapists used attentive modes (interpretation, question, acknowledgment). Comparisons of therapists trained according to treatment manuals have also shown sharp differences, in line with the manuals' specifications (DeRubeis et al., 1982; Luborsky et al., 1982). Even therapists who merely assert their allegiance to alternative schools have shown appropriate, systematic differences (Brunink & Schroeder, 1979; Strupp, 1955).
Unfortunately, the technical differences have not been directly associated with the lack of differential effectiveness discussed above. Very few comparative outcome studies have reported any process measures for the therapies whose outcomes were compared, and none has assessed process comprehensively. For example, the well-known comparison of "psychotherapy versus behavior therapy" by Sloane et al. (1975) coded less than 3% of the verbal process. Furthermore the many therapists who identify themselves as "eclectic" (Garfield & Kurtz, 1976) might be using similar distributions of techniques, so that small, local samples might show little diversity. Nevertheless, the demonstration that the diverse theories are at least sometimes put into practice must be regarded as convincing. It seems implausible that the obtained lack of differential effectiveness could be attributed to a lack of real technical diversity.

The paradoxical findings of outcome equivalence and content nonequivalence present a serious dilemma because they seem to imply that no matter what a therapist does, the end result is the same. This conclusion is unpalatable theoretically and personally to therapists who have spent many years honing specialized skills. As Rachman and Wilson (1980) put it:

If the indiscriminate distribution of prizes argument carried true conviction... we end up with the same advice for everyone—"Regardless of the nature of your problem seek any form of psychotherapy." This is absurd. We doubt whether even the strongest advocates of the Dodo bird argument dispense this advice. If they begin to do so, they (and the profession as a whole) will quickly earn the deserved contempt of their prospective clients. (p. 257)

Thus, there has been considerable motivation to resolve the paradox rather than to accept the conclusion that all psychotherapies are equivalent.

Possible Resolutions of the Paradox

The numerous proposed resolutions may be grouped according to which finding they seek to challenge or deny. Some argue, mainly on methodological grounds, that therapies may after all differ in outcome. Others argue that despite superficial similarity of content, the core processes or mechanisms are the same across therapies. Still others seek to encompass both findings within a higher order theory or to challenge the assumptions underlying the equivalence question. We will consider representatives from each group.

Sensitivity of Reviewing Procedures: Meta-Analysis

Perhaps the most direct challenge to the assertion of equivalent outcomes is to dispute the accuracy or sensitivity of the procedures used to summarize evidence from many studies. In recent years, debate has focused on the use of meta-analysis, a quantitative approach using the principles and methods of sampling, measurement, and statistics to review large tracts of empirical literature. The strengths and limitations of this approach have been extensively debated elsewhere (e.g., Garfield, 1983). Critics by Eysenck (1978), Rachman and Wilson (1980), and Wilson and Rachman (1983) have focused on the aggregation of heterogeneous data from problematically selected studies of varying quality.

However, meta-analysis yields a more sensitive comparison between treatments (in terms of the effect size, in standard deviation units) than the crude "box score" tally of significant versus nonsignificant results in conventional reviews. Its potential for challenging the Dodo verdict may have been underestimated. Shapiro (1985) reviewed three independent meta-analytic comparisons of the dynamic-humanistic and behavioral-cognitive classes of treatment (Nicholson & Berman, 1983; Shapiro & Shapiro, 1982; Smith et al., 1980). Contrary to Smith et al.'s (1980) conclusions, each yielded an overall mean effect size for behavioral and cognitive therapies between 0.39 and 0.68 standard deviations larger than that for dynamic and humanistic therapies. Furthermore, the subsets of each of these three meta-analyses that were obtained from direct within-study comparisons of the two treatment classes (and were thus free of confounding with between-study differences on nontreatment variables) all yielded mean effect sizes favoring behavioral and cognitive therapies by between 0.44 and 0.53 standard deviation units.

Turning to more specific meta-analytic comparisons between treatments, Shapiro and Shapiro (1982) found an advantage of 0.53 standard deviation units for cognitive-behavioral therapy over systematic desensitization. Dush, Hirt, and Schroeder (1983), however, found that self-statement modification, a form of cognitive-behavioral therapy, was only slightly superior to other active treatments with which it was compared. Furthermore, Miller and Berman (1983) found a difference of only 0.22 standard deviation units between cognitive and behavioral therapies, and Berman, Miller, and Massman (1984) found no difference.

Any review is limited by the quality of the studies reviewed. A benefit of meta-analysis is that the effects of random errors, or of biases that vary from study to study, are averaged over many studies, yielding a best estimate of the finding of interest. However, systematic biases applying uniformly to the bulk of the data reviewed are more serious and may suggest alternative explanations. For example, Berman, Miller, and Massman (1984) found that the allegiance of the investigators (inferred from their published reports) almost invariably predicted which treatment approach yielded superior results in comparative studies. They attributed the difference between their findings and those of Shapiro and Shapiro (1982) to the procognitive allegiances of the investigators whose work was included in the latter meta-analysis. Similarly, Smith et al. (1980) found that the allegiance of the researcher was correlated with the outcome for each therapy.

This problem takes on additional significance in relation to the comparison between cognitive-behavioral and dynamic-humanistic therapy classes. Because there is very much less comparative research conducted by adherents of the latter therapies, their relatively inferior showing may well be due to a systematic bias resulting
from experimenter allegiance. Although such biases are not unique to meta-analysis and apply equally to all literature reviews, the use of meta-analysis does not magically overcome them.

Similarly, meta-analysis highlights the limitations of a predominantly analogue literature. Shapiro and Shapiro (1983) found that studies whose client populations had received a psychiatric diagnosis yielded smaller effect sizes, and that the largest effects were obtained for simple phobias and the smallest for anxiety and depression.

Used with care and with recognition of the complex judgments involved in its execution, meta-analysis addresses the outcome equivalence question with more precision than the narrative review. Its potential to yield sensitive tests of increasingly specific propositions concerning treatment outcomes has been obscured by its initial association with the Dodo verdict, but this potential should become progressively clearer as the quality of the relevant literature improves. To that end, we hope that authors and editors will take care to ensure that reports of outcome research present their data in sufficient detail to facilitate their incorporation within meta-analytic reviews.

Specificity of Effectiveness: The Matrix Paradigm

One solution that challenges the apparent equivalence of outcome became orthodox during the 1970s. In a seminal article, Kiesler (1966) argued that psychotherapy research was hampered by "uniformity myths"—implicit assumptions that therapies, clients, and methods were all interchangeable. Paul's (1967) formulation expressed the recasting that became orthodox: "The question towards which all outcome research should ultimately be directed is the following: What treatment, by whom, is most effective for this individual with that specific problem, and under which set of circumstances" (p. 111; italics in original). These authors' formulations led to an explicit, matrix-like paradigm, according to which psychotherapy outcome research was required to address a cell or set of cells within a multidimensional (e.g., treatment x therapist x client x problem x setting) matrix.

The matrix paradigm's response to the paradox is that research has not yet identified each therapy's narrow range of maximal effectiveness. The apparent homogeneity of effects merely reflects averaging each therapy's results across heterogeneous clients, therapists, and settings. This view has had such continuing currency among reviewers (Bergin & Strupp, 1972; Fiske et al., 1970; Goldstein & Stein, 1976; Kiesler, 1971a; Meltzoff & Kornreich, 1970; Singer, 1980) that Paul's (1967) formulation came to be called the "litan"y" (Parloff, 1979, p. 305).

This solution is clinically appealing because it offers the promise of "prescriptions" (Goldstein & Stein, 1976) tailored to specific disorders. A major impact has been to focus attention on client variables, including demographic and personality characteristics, as well as on differential diagnosis (Garfield, 1978). For example, a number of studies have recently attempted to identify subtypes of depression that will predict response to different treatments (Blashfield & Morey, 1979). Similarly, behavioral researchers (e.g., Kanfer, 1972) have emphasized the importance of assessing individual differences among clients before assigning them to interventions. A few well-known studies (e.g., DiLoreto, 1971; Gilbreath, 1967, 1968; see review by Shapiro, 1975) have found the comparative effectiveness of different therapies to vary with client personality variables. In accordance with the matrix paradigm, many comparative outcome researchers now select clients by using replicable diagnostic criteria, such as the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-III; American Psychiatric Association, 1980), to reduce uncontrolled variation among clients assigned to a given treatment and thus to help detect treatment differences.

Goldstein and Stein's (1976) bold attempt to apply a simplified client x treatment matrix to their review of outcome studies yielded a remarkably sparse picture. And even after another decade, research has generated very few of the replicated "prescriptions" for optimal combinations sought by Goldstein and Stein (Lambert, Shapiro, & Bergin, in press). A possible exception to this is that some patients with severe obsessional disorders show striking change with behavioral therapy involving enforced nonperformance of rituals in the presence of evoking stimuli (Rachman & Hodgson, 1980). Meta-analytic searches for interactions between client and treatment variables, in the spirit of the matrix paradigm, have yielded little consistency. For example, in Shapiro's (1985) review of the diagnosis x treatment breakdowns in two meta-analyses, the Smith et al. (1980) finding that cognitive methods are particularly effective with phobics (the lone "matrix" effect) was not replicated by Shapiro and Shapiro (1982).

It has also become clear that there are serious strategic difficulties with the matrix paradigm. The number of cells created by the multidimensional matrix renders the scheme unrealistic as a basis for progress. In principle, to evaluate 10 types each of client, therapist, technique, and setting, a matrix of 10,000 cells must be used! In practice, Smith et al. (1980, pp. 95-98) noted that even a database of some 500 studies is insufficient to yield reliable estimates for all cells of an eight by six treatments matrix. At the level of the single study, the National Institute of Mental Health's (NIMH; 1980) collaborative project on the psychotherapy of depression illustrates the enormous costs of comparing just 12 cells: four treatments (cognitive therapy, interpersonal therapy, and clinical management with imipramine pharmacotherapy or with placebo) x one category of client problem (unipolar depression) x three regional centers. Horowitz (1982) persuasively outlined the difficulties facing psychotherapy researchers trained to conduct large-scale matrix paradigm studies, who are confronted with the reality of the resources and time required to complete but a single study to that standard.

The matrix paradigm's feasibility could be greatly advanced by theories to guide the choice of cells to investigate. Beutler's (1979) review made a start in this di-
rejection by examining treatment outcomes in relation to three client dimensions (simple vs. complex symptomatology, external vs. internal defenses, and psychological reactance). This effort's uneven results may reflect the many approximations that were needed to subsume studies that were not specifically designed to test Beutler's framework.

Disappointing results and strategic difficulties do not invalidate the matrix paradigm's logical appeal; they only expose the false hope of easy progress toward fitting treatments to clients. The matrix helps us organize our knowledge of the circumstances under which treatments may be differentially effective, and it encourages investigators to specify potentially relevant dimensions relating to clients, therapists, technique, and setting. Nevertheless, after 20 years' work in the paradigm, researchers have yet to deliver many clear prescriptions.

**Specification of Treatments: Manualization and Dismantling**

A third type of challenge to the finding of outcome equivalence argues that differences in techniques' effectiveness may have been obscured by shortcomings in the operationalization of treatment variables for research. Therapists in comparative studies may have had different, un-clear, or mistaken ideas of what each treatment consisted of and so may have failed to deliver the distinct treatment methods consistently. Clearly, one cannot attribute the presence or absence of differences in effectiveness to the treatments themselves without evidence that they were delivered as intended and that they included the crucial components responsible for therapeutic benefit. Research approaches to treatment specification have prominently included (a) developing detailed treatment manuals and (b) experimental dismantling of treatments.

**Manualization.** Much attention has recently been given to specifying how a particular therapy is to be implemented. Three steps are involved: First, a "manual" is written specifying the techniques to be used; second, project therapists are trained to implement the techniques; and third, therapists' adherence to the manual is empirically assessed via process analysis of recorded sessions. Manuals have so far been used mainly to standardize treatments for comparative outcome research, but they are also being offered as practical guides for conducting therapy (Luborsky, 1984).

A major example of "manalyzed" therapies is provided by the NIMH collaborative study of depression (National Institute of Mental Health, 1980). The psychotherapies compared in this study are interpersonal therapy, following the manual of Klerman, Rounsaville, Chevron, Neu, and Weissman (1984), and cognitive-behavioral therapy, following the manual of Beck, Rush, Shaw, and Emery (1979). The interpersonal therapy manual provides specific steps to deal with four interpersonal problem areas. Pathological grief, for example, requires expression of feelings, clarification of problem and reactions, mourning the loss, developing new relationships, and handling therapy termination. In contrast, the cognitive-behavioral manual offers a cognitive analysis of depression and prescribes techniques to change cognitive distortions and activities aimed at questioning basic assumptions. Homework assignments are integral to the therapy, and emphasis is placed upon an analysis of automatic self-defeating thoughts occurring outside of therapy. Studies of therapists trained according to these manuals have verified systematic differences in their in-session behaviors (DeRubeis et al., 1982; Evans et al., 1983). Similarly, Luborsky et al. (1982) found many predicted differences between cognitive-behavior therapy and supportive-expressive, psychoanalytically oriented therapy.

Such data as these indicate that manualization and associated training help to ensure that treatments are delivered as specified. However, even manualized treatments differ, in practice, along dimensions additional to those specified in the manual (DeRubeis et al., 1982; Luborsky et al., 1982). In terms of the pharmacological analogy, there has been no demonstration that the specified behaviors are the active ingredients or that the nonmanalyzed aspects of the interaction are inert. For example, Schaffer (1982) has pointed out that therapists' use of a procedure may vary enormously in skillfulness, which could include such hard-to-specify aspects of technique as choosing the appropriate depth of interpretation (Shapiro, Barkham, & Irving, 1984; Speisman, 1959) and the proper within-session context for interventions (Rice & Greenberg, 1984). Comparative studies in which the compared therapies are delivered with unequal skill cannot yield trustworthy results.

The arguments for specifying studied treatments via manualization are compelling. Nevertheless, the greater precision thereby achieved has not yet seriously challenged the Dodo verdict. Indeed, Luborsky (1984) reported that treatment "purity," that is, degree of adherence to the manual, predicted outcome in two treatments regardless of which model was adhered to. However, the results of major studies linking manualized behaviors to outcomes, notably the NIMH study of treatments for depression, are not available at this writing. Whatever their findings, the manualized specification of technique should substantially improve replicability and confidence in results.

**Dismantling.** Another research approach to treatment specification is the conceptually elegant "dismantling" methodology, developed to identify the active elements within complex treatment procedures (Kazdin, 1980). If the crucial components of a treatment can be isolated and delivered to specification, then far more precise comparisons across treatments are possible.

The dismantling strategy involves controlled comparisons of groups of participants undergoing the full treatment with other groups undergoing variant treatments, each of which lacks a specific element of the full treatment. Outcome differences between part and whole treatments imply that the part treatments lack crucial active elements, whereas part treatments that match the complete treatment for effectiveness are deemed to contain the active elements.
Evidence for specificity is to be found in the dismantling literature on insomnia treatments. Borkovec's (1982) review indicated that relaxation and biofeedback are consistently effective, even when compared with credible placebos or counterdemand instructions. Evidence from the most rigorous dismantling studies of relaxation suggests that muscle-tension release is important.

A rather different picture, however, emerges from the literature on behavioral treatment of headache. Blanchard and Andrasik's (1982) review shows that the effectiveness of biofeedback methods is unchanged by reversing the direction of physiological change induced by the procedure. For example, migraine patients undergoing what they believed to be biofeedback training to increase hand temperature (theoretically prescribed, in accordance with a vasomotor account of migraine) improved just as much if the feedback was in fact serving to reduce hand temperature. Similarly, Holroyd et al. (1984) found that tension headache sufferers improved as much with electromyographic (EMG) feedback increasing muscle activity as with feedback reducing it.

The results of recent dismantling studies of cognitive-behavioral approaches to depression have also tended to go against the specificity-of-effects position. Thus, Kornblith, Rehm, O'Hara, and Lamparski (1983) reported a dismantling study based on Rehm's (1977) self-control formulation of depression, whereby depressed patients are seen as manifesting maladaptive self-monitoring, self-evaluation, and self-reinforcement behavior. A full cognitive-behavioral treatment was compared with a didactic condition lacking the instigational push of homework assignments, a condition lacking only the self-reinforcement element, and an active control treatment—problem-oriented, psychodynamic group psychotherapy. All four treatments were equally effective. Similarly, Zeiss, Lewinsohn, and Minnoz (1979) compared interpersonal skills training, a program based on reinforcement theory, and a cognitive approach to the modification of depressive thoughts. All treatments were associated with reduction in depression, without the expected differential changes in the specific aspects of patients' problems targeted by the three treatments.

A variant of the dismantling methodology evaluates the improvement associated with adding further elements to a standard treatment. For example, studies by Kazdin (1979, 1980; Kazdin & Mascitelli, 1982) on covert modeling of social skills demonstrated enhancement of effects due to such ingredients as homework practice, the combination of covert and overt rehearsal within treatment sessions, and the elaboration of imagery during treatment.

Dismantling studies often investigate the mechanisms of change by combining process measures with assessments of outcome. Such analyses yield a stringent test of theory, and the results are often challenging. For example, Borkovec (1982) concluded that in-treatment decline in EMG activity is unrelated to sleep outcomes, contrary to the proposition that reduction of autonomic hyperactivity is the mechanism responsible for the effectiveness of muscle-tension release. Similarly, Blanchard and Andrasik (1982) found no relation between the extent of physiological change achieved during biofeedback and reported headache reduction. Holroyd et al. (1984) found that, regardless of actual changes in EMG activity, tension headache sufferers who received bogus feedback indicating large EMG reductions showed substantially greater improvement than those who received feedback indicating smaller EMG reductions. Such findings encourage speculation that the effectiveness of these behavioral treatments is due to "nonspecifics," such as increasing confidence and self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977) following perceived acquisition of control within the treatment situation, rather than to the specific techniques.

Dismantling has logical parallels with the single-case methodology (Chassan, 1979; Hersen & Barlow, 1976; Kazdin, 1980; Sidman, 1960), in which carefully specified experimental interventions are introduced to identify the variables controlling problematic behaviors. Bergin and Strupp (1970) advocated the latter approach for identifying therapeutic change mechanisms. Although the dismantling and single-case strategies have been most commonly applied to behavioral interventions, both potentially have much wider applicability (cf. Truax & Carkhuff, 1965).

The dismantling methodology is in principle a powerful tool for isolating effective ingredients in psychotherapy. The Dodo-gratifying lack of specificity of some theoretically specified active components (e.g., hand-warming for migraine) illustrates the method's ability to dissect treatment programs. The overall mixed results, illustrated by our necessarily selective review, suggest that much more work will be needed to achieve a clear picture of how treatment components contribute to effectiveness, even in the relatively few, almost exclusively behavioral, procedures that have so far been subjected to dismantling. Extension of this method to dynamic, humanistic, and other therapies seems desirable.

**Differentiation of Outcome Measures: Effects Versus Effectiveness**

The apparent equivalence of outcomes could reflect a failure of comparative outcome studies to measure the particular changes that differentiate treatments. Behavioral researchers (e.g., Agras, Kazdin & Wilson, 1979; Rachman & Wilson, 1980) have argued that traditional assessment methods are too global, imprecise, and rooted in a "medical model" conceptualization of psychological problems. Citing Mischel's (1968, 1977) arguments for situational specificity, these authors have alleged that such imprecise measurement is bound to obscure differences among the effects of different therapies. For example, Rachman and Wilson (1980) saw therapist-completed ratings of "general improvement" as degraded and overly generalized representations of specific changes such as an agoraphobic's improved ability to travel on buses. To detect the specific effects of a technique aimed to increase that ability, a correspondingly specific measure of change is required. Although global improvement measures might show similar changes following both a specific be-
havioral treatment and a verbal therapy serving to improve the client's self-esteem and insight, the more specific measure should yield an advantage to the more targeted behavioral technique. Consistent with this suggestion, Shapiro and Shapiro's (1982) meta-analysis found that outcome measures specific to the goals of treatment yielded somewhat larger effects.

This call for specificity in outcome measurement underlies the expanding field of behavioral assessment (e.g., Haynes, 1978). Methods include behavioral observation, the structured behavioral interview, self-monitoring, questionnaires, and psychophysiological indices. With its emphasis on narrow specificity of effects, behavioral assessment is as much an approach to the conceptualization of therapeutic change as a new set of measures.

The striking lack of concordance among outcome measures (Bergin & Lambert, 1978; Lambert, Christensen, & DeJulio, 1983; Lambert et al., in press; Parloff, Waskow, & Wolfe, 1978) is more understandable if each technique produces specific effects rather than general improvement. A conclusion that is consistent with the behavioral assessment approach is that change is multidimensional and must be assessed from multiple vantage points (client, therapist, observer, significant other; Strupp & Hadley, 1977).

Similar arguments for differentiation of outcomes were advanced in the early days of psychotherapy research by psychoanalysts who felt that the subtleties of dynamic change could not be captured by symptom scores or personality inventories. Malan (1976) developed elaborate procedures for identifying individualized goals for psychodynamic change, which could then be used to establish criteria for evaluating each client's outcome. However, critical replications by Mintz (1981) and by DeWitt, Kalatreider, Weiss, and Horowitz (1983) have indicated that the dynamic formulations of different rating teams do not agree, except insofar as they reflect easily measured symptom levels.

Another outcome differentiation solution distinguishes psychotherapeutic effects from their value, arguing that different psychotherapies may have potent effects that are valued differently by different people (Stiles, 1983). Methods include behavioral observation, the structured behavioral interview, self-monitoring, questionnaires, and psychophysiological indices. With its emphasis on narrow specificity of effects, behavioral assessment is as much an approach to the conceptualization of therapeutic change as a new set of measures.

The preceding solutions argue that, for one reason or another, the Dodo was mistaken or misled. We turn now to solutions that accept the verdict that outcomes are equivalent and argue that (a) common features shared by all psychotherapies underlie or override differences in therapists' verbal techniques and (b) these common features are responsible for the general equivalence in effectiveness. That is, they argue for equivalence of mechanism despite superficial nonequivalence of content.

We first consider general therapist factors—broadly defined attitudes, qualities, or conditions provided by therapists in their relationships with clients, qualities that cut across different schools' variation in response modes, techniques, or specific verbal content. During the last two decades, this idea of a common core of therapeutic qualities has been a cornerstone of the matrix paradigm's search for specificity of effects. It received early impetus from Fiedler's (1950a, 1950b, 1951) finding that therapists and clients of different schools rated the ideal therapy similarly with respect to such global aspects as warmth and overall quality of the therapeutic relationship.
To illustrate: Frank (1973) analyzed psychotherapy in terms of a universal pattern of using social influence (persuasion) for healing. Across schools, and across many other types of encounters, “influencers” (such as therapists) all (a) “genuinely care about the sufferer’s welfare,” (b) “have a certain ascendency or power,” and (c) “mediate between the person being influenced and the larger society” (pp. 217–218). Schofield (1964) summarized psychotherapy as “the purchase of friendship.” Goldfried (1980) gave two examples of “strategies that may very well be common to all theoretical orientations: (a) providing the patient/client with new, corrective experiences, and (b) offering the patient/client direct feedback” (p. 994).

Most of the proposed general therapist factors fall into two broad groups: (a) warm involvement with the client and (b) communication of a new perspective on the client’s person and situation. Each of these has repeatedly emerged as important in literature reviews and factor analytic studies of therapy process (Baer, Dunbar, Hamilton, & Bentley, 1980; Frank, 1973; Goldfried & Padawer, 1982; Gomes-Schwartz, 1978; Mintz, Auerbach, Luborsky, & Johnson, 1973; Mintz, Luborsky, & Auerbach, 1971; Orlinsky & Howard, 1977, 1978).

Perhaps the best known example of warm involvement as a general therapist factor is the much-researched triad of “necessary and sufficient conditions” formulated by Rogers (1957): warmth (unconditional positive regard), empathy (accurate empathic understanding), and genuineness (openness). The “conditions” were enthusiastically embraced by researchers in the 1960s (e.g., Truax & Mitchell, 1971) and hailed as a general model of treatment (Truax & Carkhuff, 1967). However, careful reviews have returned a verdict of “not proven” (Bergin & Suinn, 1975; Chinsky & Rappaport, 1970; Gormally & Hill, 1974; Lambert, DeJulio & Stein, 1978; Mitchell, Bozarth, & Kraut, 1977; Parloff et al., 1978; Shapiro, 1976; but see Patterson, 1984). Much of the inconclusiveness can be traced to difficulties in specifying and measuring the conditions; the usual rating procedures were criticized as providing only global evaluations, which say little about the specifics of the therapeutic process (Chinsky & Rappaport, 1970; Rappaport & Chinsky, 1972). The thesis that general therapist factors are necessary must also contend with evidence that a therapist’s presence is not required for successful outcome, as in peer self-help groups (Emrick, Lassen, & Edwards, 1977; Hurvitz, 1974), bibliotherapy, or automated treatments.

The new perspective factor was described by Frank (1973, 1982) as the process by which the therapist provides the client with a new “assumptive world.” Therapists provide novel information about clients themselves, about their situations, or about how to view the world; this may be presented directly to clients as interpretations, advice, or information giving, or it may be communicated more subtly through modeling or selective reinforcement. New perspective may correspond to empirically identified process factors such as therapist interpretiveness/intensity (Mintz et al., 1971), therapist participation (Gomes-Schwartz, 1978), involved, effective therapist (Orlinsky & Howard, 1977), and session depth (Stiles, 1980). Unfortunately, research linking this dimension to client benefit has returned mixed results, perhaps because therapist perspective giving tends to be ineffective or even toxic when administered at very high levels (Speisman, 1959) or to fragile or poorly motivated clients (Horowitz, Marmor, Weiss, DeWitt, & Rosenbaum, 1984).

The general therapist factors solution is central to the recent upsurge of interest in eclecticism in psychotherapy (e.g., Beutler, 1983; Garfield, 1980; Goldfried, 1982; Held, 1984). Each of these formulations seeks to distill the common ingredients of treatments and to synthesize them into a maximally effective approach that is unburdened by the theoretical baggage brought by each school. It is too soon to judge the results of this effort.

It remains plausible that in effective psychotherapy, therapists of different schools share such apparently desirable qualities as personal warmth, understanding, and the ability to guide clients to new perspectives. Nevertheless, the yield of studies attempting to associate these dimensions with therapeutic outcome has been disappointing. The difficulties of specifying and measuring such global, value-laden attributes contribute much to the weak showing.

**Client Behavior or Attitudes as the Common Core**

Client exploration. Another group of solutions suggest that, despite the diversity of therapists’ behavior, there is a common process core in the performance of psychotherapy clients. The implication is that a major active ingredient in all psychotherapies is the client’s involvement in therapy and the verbal exploration of his or her own internal frame of reference. Therapists’ diverse techniques represent alternative approaches to facilitating this core process. This view is consistent with several theoretical approaches, for example, Jourard’s (1968, 1971) work on self-disclosure, Gendlin’s (1970, 1978; Gendlin & Tomlinson, 1967) work on “focusing” and “experiencing” (which extended Rogers’s, 1958, “process conception”), and the psychoanalytic concept of self-exploration via free association (Greenisen, 1967).

The client core-process solution has some circumstantial support. Clients use a consistent profile of speech acts, regardless of their therapist’s verbal techniques or theoretical orientation (McDaniel, Stiles, & McGaughey, 1981; Stiles, 1984; Stiles & Sultan, 1979). By far the most common response mode used by clients is disclosure—grammatically first-person utterances that reveal subjective information. The profile sharply distinguishes the psychotherapy client role from other expository roles, (e.g., patients giving a medical history; Stiles, Putnam, & Jacob, 1982). Client disclosure shows strong positive correlations with other “good process” measures, such as the Experiencing Scale, a measure of the primary client process variable in client-centered theory, and the Patient Exploration and Therapist Exploration scales, which take a more psychodynamic perspective (Klein, Mathieu-Coughlan, & Kiesler, in press; McDaniel et al., 1981;
merely forecasting degree of success (Bandura & Cervone, 1984), self-efficacy is not merely a cognitive estimate of perceptions of efficacy enhance performance rather than associated with diverse treatments. According to Bandura Adams, Hardy, & Howells, 1980; Williams, Dooseman, & Kleifield, 1984) have shown that changes in phobic behavior correspond closely to changes in self-efficacy associated with diverse treatments. According to Bandura (1984), self-efficacy is not merely a cognitive estimate of future competence on the basis of past performance; self-perceptions of efficacy enhance performance rather than merely forecasting degree of success (Bandura & Cervone, 1983). It is thus possible that the varied techniques of psychotherapy are no more than diverse means to a common end, namely the enhancement of clients’ self-efficacy beliefs. On the other hand, the conceptual and empirical status of self-efficacy theory has been challenged (e.g., Eastman & Marzillier, 1984), and the theory as presently formulated has a suspiciously “catch-all” quality when generalized beyond the experimental studies from which it is derived.

**Therapeutic Alliance as the Common Core**

A current line of work seeks to unify client and therapist general factors under the rubric of “therapeutic alliance” (Bordin, 1979; Luborsky, 1976, 1984; Marziali, 1984b). The therapeutic alliance is the emotional bond and mutual involvement between therapist and client. Proponents of this view suggest that competent therapists of all persuasions are able to establish a positive emotional bond and a sense of mutual collaboration with receptive clients, and that this relationship carries most of the therapeutic weight. According to this view, the specific tasks, techniques, and theories attached to alternative therapies are relatively unimportant except as vehicles for enacting the therapeutic alliance.

The concept of therapeutic alliance (also called “helping alliance” or “working alliance”) derives from the psychoanalytic tradition, in which there is a longstanding controversy over its exact definition and clinical usefulness (e.g., Greenon, 1965, 1967; Weiner, 1975; Zetzel, 1958). In psychotherapy research, interest in the therapeutic alliance emerged out of a growing dissatisfaction during the 1970s with the “therapeutic conditions” concept (e.g., Lambert et al., 1978; Parloff et al., 1978). This application was initiated by Bordin (1979) and stimulated by Luborsky’s (1976) exploratory study. In applying the concept to psychotherapy research, Bordin (1979) distinguished three aspects of the helping alliance: (a) the emotional bond between client and therapist, (b) the quality of client and therapist involvement in the tasks of therapy, and (c) the degree of concordance between client and therapist on the goals of treatment. A variety of measures of therapeutic alliance have been developed and are being applied in research (e.g., Hartley & Strupp, 1983; Luborsky, 1984; Marziali, Marmar, & Krupnick, 1981; Moras & Strupp, 1982). The results of this research (like those reviewed in the preceding section) suggest that the client’s contribution to and perception of the therapeutic alliance, rather than the therapist’s, best predicts successful outcome (Luborsky, Crits-Christoph, Alexander, Margolis, & Cohen, 1983; Horowitz et al., 1984; Marziali, 1984a).

The concept of the therapeutic alliance can help integrate information from several sources. In factor analytic studies, client and therapist participation measures often load on the same factor (Baer et al., 1980; Gomes-Schwartz, 1978; Mintz, Luborsky, & Auerbach, 1971), suggesting a pattern of mutual facilitation. The therapeutic alliance can subsume earlier research on links between client-perceived “therapeutic conditions” and outcome.
genuineness can be construed as measuring therapeutic alliance. Retrospective accounts by former clients (Cross, Sheehan, & Khan, 1982; Feifel & Eells, 1963; Llewelyn & Hume, 1979) typically describe relationship qualities such as support and understanding as being the most helpful factors. The therapeutic relationship's importance is recognized even in cognitive and behavior therapies (cf. Beck et al., 1979; Goldfried & Davison, 1976; Wilson & Evans, 1977).

Despite current enthusiasm (Waskow, 1983), the concept of therapeutic alliance has several drawbacks. First, correlations with outcome may in fact reflect confounding with early outcome (Glass, 1984): Early success or partial symptom relief is likely to strengthen the therapeutic alliance so that the relationship to outcome may be bidirectional. Second, the alliance construct is really only a conceptual umbrella for uniting a number of client and therapist contributions; the exact operation of these constituent factors remains to be clarified. Although attempting to be inclusive, the alliance concept is vulnerable to criticism also lodged against the general therapist factor: It locates the common core at too high a level of abstraction.

**Encompassing the Paradox**

Some commenters have proposed to accept both the lack of a common core in therapy process and the similar outcomes of diverse techniques and have sought to encompass all successful therapies within a common theoretical framework. For instance, Ryle (1978, 1982, 1984) suggested locating the different schools of psychotherapy within a more general cognitive theory, of which his "procedural sequence model" is an example. According to this model, human behavior may be seen in terms of hierarchically organized ends–means structures. Because of the hierarchical organization, modifications at one level induce modifications at other levels; moreover, because each procedure is continually revised by prediction and feedback, modifications are integrated adaptively. Consequently, "any therapy-induced focal change will be integrated into the patient's system, even if a therapist is operating on a partial or unintegrated model" (Ryle, 1984, p. 263). Different treatments focus on different subroutines or different levels, but their ultimate effects are similar because the client's internal hierarchical organization automatically makes suitable adjustments throughout the system.

Other proponents of encompassing the paradox have also advocated stage models that incorporate a variety of change mechanisms coming into play at different times. Thus, Urban and Ford (1971) characterized all therapies as forms of problem solving, following five stages (identification of problem, analysis of problem, selection of goals, implementation of problem solution, and subsequent evaluation). Prochaska and associates (McConnaughey, Prochaska, & Velicer, 1983; Prochaska, 1984; Prochaska & DiClemente, 1982) described five stages of change (precontemplation, contemplation, decision making, action, and maintenance) that interact with basic change mechanisms such as catharsis and reinforcement.

Whereas Ryle, Urban and Ford, and Prochaska used higher order theories, other writers have used existing theories of personality and psychotherapy to encompass diverse treatments. For example, Leitner (1982) used George Kelly's theory of personal constructs, as elaborated by Landfield (1980), to unify eight major treatments. Efforts to reconcile such divergent theoretical approaches as psychoanalysis and behavior therapy (e.g., Dollard & Miller, 1950; Wachtel, 1977) may similarly be seen as steps in this direction.

Of course, an implication of global encompassing resolutions is that therapists who subscribe to particular theories are operating with only fragmentary understanding and imposing unnecessary restrictions on their practice. This represents a rather condescending view of theories of personality and psychotherapy that have been the life work of some of the most respected thinkers in the field. It would be interesting to hear rebuttals of such integrations from advocates of treatments thus subsumed (e.g., Yates, 1983).

**Questioning the Equivalence Question: The Events Paradigm**

The last solution to be discussed takes issue with the practice of comparing the contents and outcomes of entire therapies. According to this approach, a "treatment" is far too unwieldy to make comparison of treatments a productive research strategy. Instead, this strategy uses "events"—brief exchanges between client and therapist within therapy sessions—as units of analysis. Advocates argue that previous findings of outcome equivalence reflect averaging over large, heterogeneous collections of events within each treatment. By contrast, differential effectiveness of specific techniques may be found for specific contexts within therapy sessions. Even though all therapies may draw on a common pool of change mechanisms (Elliott, James, Reimschuessel, Cislo, & Sack, 1985; Goldfried, 1980). Thus, for example, rather than asking, "Is Gestalt therapy better than client-centered therapy?" this approach asks, "Is the Gestalt two-chairs technique better than reflective listening for resolving decisional conflicts?" (Greenberg & Dompiemre, 1981).

This approach, which can be called the "events paradigm" (Elliott, 1983; Horowitz, 1982; Rice & Greenberg, 1984), uses the intensive analysis of significant therapy events to describe the change process. Its counterpart to Paul's (1967) "litany" is the question, "Which specific therapist interventions, introduced in which momentary therapeutic contexts, will lead to which immediate and subsequent impacts (outcomes) for the client?" (cf. Rice & Greenberg, 1984). The events paradigm thus focuses on (a) contexts, defined by the client presenting the therapist with a particular therapeutic task (e.g., to resolve a decisional conflict; Greenberg, 1980); (b) a particular applicable technique (e.g., the Gestalt two-chairs technique); and (c) the client's response to the technique, measured
both as immediate, in-session changes (sometimes called "suboutcomes," e.g., increased Experiencing Scale scores; Klein et al., in press) and as later, postsession or post-treatment outcomes (e.g., increases in goal attainment). Events paradigm research begins with identification of clinically significant events for study (e.g., those selected (Rice & Sapiera, 1984). Each event's context and sequence of therapy event, such as resolution of problematic personal reactions using the evocative reexperiencing technique (Rice & Sapiera, 1984). Each event's context and sequence are intensively analyzed by multiple measures of therapy process (e.g., Elliott, 1983, 1984; Greenberg, 1983), and working models or clinical microtheories are developed to show how the change process works and can be facilitated in specific clinical situations (e.g., therapist neutrality in response to patient "tests" in psychoanalytic therapy leads to disclosure of previously avoided content; Horowitz, Sampson, Siegelman, Wolfson, & Weiss, 1975).

According to advocates, the events paradigm's emphasis on the contextual and sequentially evolving nature of psychotherapy makes it useful for practicing therapists, who must make decisions about interventions and techniques at specific moments in treatment. Comparative psychotherapy research has not concerned itself with this sort of understanding (Elliott, 1983; Rice & Greenberg, 1984), which may be why practicing therapists seldom find therapy research useful (Morrow-Bradley & Elliott, this issue). In contrast, events paradigm studies on the resolution of decisional conflicts (Greenberg, 1980, 1983), on the resolution of puzzling emotional reactions (Rice & Sapiera, 1984) or patient state change during therapy sessions (Horowitz, 1979; Luborsky, Singer, Hartke, Crits-Christoph, & Cohen, 1984), and on insight events (Elliott, 1984) all offer specific guiding information for therapists.

The events paradigm is a recent development and has not yet produced much more than the studies already cited, so its empirical power remains to be demonstrated.

Summary and Conclusions

Promise and Problems

This is an exciting period in the development of psychotherapy. Backed by a substantial body of evidence that psychotherapy is effective, the public policy case for psychotherapy is now strong (DeLeon et al., 1983), and psychotherapy researchers assuredly have a phenomenon—therapeutic change—to explain. However, this fact does not justify complacency. Although we know that psychotherapy works, we do not clearly understand how it works. Differently labeled therapies have demonstrably different behavioral contents, yet appear to have equivalent outcomes. Thus, the policy implications of current research do not extend to justifying the choice of a specific treatment for a particular individual.

The paradox of no differential effectiveness despite obvious technical diversity challenges some cherished beliefs of practitioners and underlines our comparative ignorance as to the mechanisms whereby psychotherapies achieve their effects. Researchers have attempted to resolve the paradox by demonstrating differential outcomes (thus overturning the Dodo's verdict), by identifying a common core of therapeutic process (thus disputed the relevance of the technical diversity), or by reconceptualizing the issues. Their results illustrate the diverse solutions' promise and the problems needing further work.

Among the solutions that dispute outcome equivalence, meta-analysis has shown that more sensitive reviewing procedures can effectively marshal evidence of differential effectiveness, although the resulting slight advantage for behavioral–cognitive therapies may reflect an underrepresentation of high-quality humanistic and dynamic therapies in the research literature (cf. Parloff, 1984). The matrix paradigm, which has focused the field's thinking for a generation, has come into question, but for pragmatic reasons (the sheer variety and complexity of therapies, therapists, clients, and settings) rather than logical or empirical ones. Manualization and dismantling have become useful and practical strategies for specifying treatment ingredients; however, results of this better specification so far may have strengthened rather than weakened the Dodo's case. The appealing notion of qualitative outcome differences—which would suggest specific outcome measures targeted to particular clients or interventions—has yet to develop into a systematic account of what effects may be expected from particular treatments.

Among the solutions that dispute content nonequivalence, the earlier hope of finding a common core in the therapist's personal qualities or behavior appears to have faded. However, there is now more hope of finding a common core in clients' behavior or attitudes or in the alliance between therapist and client. All of these "common core" solutions run the risk of receding into unmeasurable abstraction, and much current work is aimed at moving from relatively global conceptualizations to detailed and reliable measurement.

Some solutions refuse to answer the question as represented in our title. The events paradigm productively redirects the scientific focus to the contents of brief segments of sessions and the short-term effects of interventions. Theoretical formulations that encompass the paradox appear less likely than the events paradigm to generate research; nevertheless, they reemphasize some important possibilities: that treatments may be effective for reasons other than those considered by therapists and that therapeutic interventions may initiate complex chains of events that take place outside the restricted view of researchers and therapists.

Of course, these solutions are not all mutually exclusive; they represent a diverse repertoire of concepts and methods that could be used in combination. To illustrate, better treatment specification (via dismantling) might eventually show that some therapies are superior at facilitating common active ingredients (to be identified) in the client's behavior or expectations. Or, clients' self-efficacy might be integrated with views of therapy as social influence (therapy as systematic use of persuasion tech-
niques to alter people’s beliefs in their own efficacy). Or, an events paradigm temporal dissection of process coupled with a deemphasis on “effectiveness” in favor of “effects” might provide a base for a general theory of how face-to-face interaction leads to psychological change. Almost certainly, future work will need to go beyond the dichotomy of process versus outcome to more integrated notions of how people adjust and grow.

Taking a Closer Look

The Dodo’s verdict is cast at the level of whole treatments and global effectiveness. In contrast, the more productive attempts to answer our title question—to resolve the paradox—show a clear trend toward more specificity, smaller units, greater precision of measurement, and multiple levels of analysis. We support this trend toward looking more closely at psychotherapy’s processes and effects, and we advocate a concomitant reordering of research priorities.

More fine-grained thinking is evident with respect to both process and outcome among those who challenge content nonequivalence. The closer look at process is apparent in efforts to specify the essential components of treatments via manualization and dismantling and in efforts to measure features of therapist and client behavior that may be common across therapies. Increasingly sophisticated process measures (Greenberg & Pinsof, in press; Russell, in press) aid and encourage these efforts. The closer look at outcome is represented by the movements toward differentiating outcomes via behavioral assessment, toward distinguishing specific effects from global effectiveness, and toward assessing the impact of subunits of therapy, such as sessions, events within sessions, and isolated types of interventions.

Matrix-paradigm researchers share the trend toward precision, particularly with respect to assessing (e.g., diagnosing) clients more carefully. So do meta-analytic reviewers, who can quantitatively assess the interactive influence of therapist, client, and situational factors. However, users of these approaches have generally viewed treatments in terms of theoretical labels and outcome in terms of global benefit. Further work is required to integrate these conceptual tools with the more differentiated emerging view.

Our emphasis on specificity is not a condemnation of theory. On the contrary, we believe that broader conceptualizations are much needed but are more likely to succeed if they begin with smaller, better specified units of analysis.

Despite the difficulties, the search for answers to the question in our title (or for a solvable recasting of the question) cannot be given up. The number of alternative solutions and the amount of research generated underline the question’s continuing scientific and professional importance. Scientifically, psychotherapy remains a crucial arena for testing theories of personality and human behavior. Professionally, the scientific tangle over equivalence does not eliminate the need for therapists to make choices daily about how best to treat their clients or about appropriate treatment recommendations for particular troubled people.

We see grounds for appeal of the Dodo’s verdict in the new evidence brought by several of the proposed solutions, but each is currently balanced by enough uncertainties to warrant reserving judgment. Although it is too early to predict which appeal, if any, will be successful, each of us has his favorites (Elliott, 1983, 1984; Shapiro, 1981, 1985; Shapiro & Firth, in press; Stiles, 1982, 1983, in press). And we agree that if all psychotherapies draw on a common pool of psychological change mechanisms, identifying and measuring them will require an analysis that is far more fine grained than the foot race judged by the Dodo.
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